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Wizard tower

Posted by L - 2004/12/09 20:00
_____________________________________

This is one of my favorite multi-level setups so far. I noticed with the sci-fi stuff that if you use a flat wall
section instead of a corner wall piece, you can fit both of the stairs/ramp sections in for a more perfect
seam. It matches up exactly, without any gap -- but you have to use both, so it won't work if you have
only one set of stairs or one ramp.
Anyway, this is a wizard complex, again using some Grendel pieces mixed in (and a lot of D&D minis
since I haven't been in the mood to paint lately)
L
============================================================================

Wizard tower

Posted by L - 2004/12/09 22:47
_____________________________________

After a few minor changes, some more shots. I stacked a few more wall pieces on the lower level to
increase the sense of depth -- higher walls. It looks a bit more like a mad scientist's (or mad wizard's)
lab now....
L
============================================================================

Wizard tower

Posted by jkratzer - 2004/12/10 06:32
_____________________________________

I just want to know where did you get all that cool furniture?
I recognize the DF furniture, but what about those bookcases and the the credenza and desk?
You gotta tell me; I run too many D&D dungeons to go nekkid anymore!
============================================================================

Wizard tower

Posted by L - 2004/12/10 08:35
_____________________________________

It's Grendel Resin stuff, some of us have been talking about it in other threads. It comes unpainted, but
it is really great stuff, and easy to paint. It matches up with DF really well, and I think it probably is the
best non-DF furniture out there.
L
============================================================================
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Wizard tower

Posted by MyLordVoid - 2004/12/11 10:03
_____________________________________

This Set up looks Great! And I like the Taller Walls, I Guess Those of you who do the HA Stuff could
"Cast" Walls to use as Back Drops for Dungeons, then you Could just Build With Floors up to the "Back"
Wall... And Seeing this Tecnique used so nicely makes me reconsider my uncertainty about people
asking DF for Taller Walls... And I Guess as much as anything the Change of Heart Comes from Seeing
how much of a Diferrence there is in the Look of the Furniture against a Wall that is Taller than it is,
rather than Vice Versa... (A Little issue I have with the MK Bookcase for instance, or the Hero Quest
Book Cases)... As to Grendal, I guess I will have to Consider investing in some at some point...... Both
the Furniture for the Fantasy, and the Accessories for the Sci-Fi look so Kewl...
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